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I. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY



Financial support of the Asia NGO Coalition for
Agrarian Reform and Rural Development (ANGOC),
which SK and NGO forum are the members



One of main activities of the Asian Land Watch
Campaign (ALWC): Exacting Accountability through
Sustainable Engagement with Stakeholders
It aims at analysing negative consequences of the ELC
granted to Union Development Group, Co. Ltd (UDG,
Co. Ltd), which is heavily affecting on the livelihoods of
1,143 local community families, of Botum Sakor and
Kiri Sakor, Koh Koh Komg Province.
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II. CONTENTS OF THE STUDY

It is formed by four parts:
 Part I: Introduction - National general context of
how agricultural investment has been made and
how the government agencies, the investors and
other actors involved in the process
 Part II: Problem Being Address -Issues arising as a
negative consequence of agricultural or tourism
investments in the studied areas, which heavily
impacts on community rights, livelihoods, and the
environment
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II. CONTENTS OF THE STUDY (END)

Part III: Analysis: Facilitating and constraining
factors - Negative impacts on food producers
and other sectors and how these issues and
impacts are addressed?
 Part IV- Recommendations - 1) Strengthening
land local governance; 2) Ensuring food
security; 3) Protection of food producers and
community rights; 4) Facilitating innovative
production arrangements; 5) May be others
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III. CASE STUDY: PART I - INTRODUCTION


On May 9, 2008, the Royal
Government of the Cambodia
granted 36,000 ha to the UDG Co, Ltd
to develop an international trade
center and tourist entertainment
place

The Land Concession is located in 5
communes, Botum Sakor and Kiri Sakor
district, Koh Kong province
In 2010, the company started its project
by clearing forest allocated for
resettlement outside it closed to the
company area and built a number of
small houses for the affected families
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III. CASE STUDY: PART I – INTRODUCTION (END)



In the early 2011, the company
started building a high way
and bridges from the national
road No 48 to access to its area.
One temporary sea port and one
gasoline station were built for
the use of the company



At the end of 2011, the government granted 9,100 ha of
land concession for Hydro Power Dam in order to supply
electricity for this town



In 2012, the company built one hotel and one department
for Chinese staffs and an international airport located in
Koh Sdech commune, Kirisakor district
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IV- CASE STUDY: PART II- PROBLEMS BEING ADDRESSED


EIA was conducted with no public consultation with the communities
and local authorities and it was not published for comments from the
relevant sectors



1,143 families of villagers
are affected by ELC; some
of them were forced
for eviction with improper
compensation and some of
them are forced to relocate
by drawing house number to the
new area where it is difficult for
their business and the compensated
houses are low in quality
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IV. CASE STUDY: PART II- PROBLEMS BEING ADDRESSED



The authorities threatened and forced the
villagers to receive the lowest compensation with
money or a social land concession (SLC); and
corruption in SLC granting; SLC granting were
replaced by marketing compensation



Some people were discriminated in problem
solving
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IV. CASE STUDY: PART II- PROBLEMS BEING ADDRESSED


The government does not recognize the land title
after 1993 and the temporary land certifications
by issuing a sub decree to revoke them



The authorities’ solutions are seen not fair for
the affected people: Land measurement was
cheated; the compensation was lower than the
government policy, no solutions for villagers
whose land are being with rice and fruit
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IV. CASE STUDY: PART II- PROBLEMS BEING ADDRESSED


The company used private security, armed force
or the court to thread the villagers who struggle
against it



Wildlife are under thread as they are going to
loose habitat or even to die



Biodiversity is loosing
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IV. CASE STUDY: PART II- PROBLEMS BEING ADDRESSED



No road or money to carry their house and other
materials from their residential area to the
relocated area



The authority does not provide rice and food for
clearing the SLC for farm



Government broke the promise of building
infrastructure, toilet, hygiene and clean water
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V. Case Study: Part III: Analysis: Facilitating and Constraining factors



The affected people have been occupying their
land since 1979. The possession of the land was
recognized by local authorities (land title,
temporary land certification). Some have occupied
since 1996 and the others occupy after 2001



All of villages, communes and districts are
recognized by MoI ( individual identify cards, family
books & election cards)



Part of conflict land are located in protected area,
Botumsakor National park where controlled by
MoE
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V. CASE STUDY: PART III: ANALYSIS: FACILITATING AND CONSTRAINING FACTORS



The authorities recognize and settle just only 5 hectares of
land of the affected people



Land of the dealers located in the conflicted area is not
settled by the government or the company



The houses as compensation are not good quality



Two pagodas, many Salachortiens and state building will
be moved to the new place
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V. CASE STUDY: PART III: ANALYSIS: FACILITATING AND CONSTRAINING FACTORS



Some areas of agricultural land in SLC is unable to grow
(poor land)



Social Land Concession are not converted from
protected area



Overlapping land occupation ( the new people take the
old families’ land)



The infrastructure in the new location is not good
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V. CASE STUDY: PART III: ANALYSIS: FACILITATING AND CONSTRAINING FACTORS



Some villagers who already moved to the new location
come back to their old residential land for their livelihood



Increasing number of the schools, but less children. The
schools are far from their house and there also lack of
teachers



Some businessmen ended the contract with house subconstructors



There are theft of the communities’ property because of
poverty
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V. CASE STUDY: PART III: ANALYSIS: FACILITATING AND CONSTRAINING FACTORS



The villagers fell into the poverty: Losing their
business, no skills for other jobs, and the fishery tools
were damaged when moving to the new relocated
area



Forest located in ELC and surround it are facing illegal
logging and deforestation



Authorities have no commitment to solve the above
issues and also refuse to recognize their mistakes or
responsibilities
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V. CASE STUDY: PART III: ANALYSIS: FACILITATING AND CONSTRAINING FACTORS
Community Advocacy
 During May, 2010, around
200 affected villagers from
the two districts came to
protest in front of the prime
minister’s cabinet in order to
submit their complaint and to
call for Samdech Hun Sen to
settle the conflict with fair and
justice compensation


In 2011 the community representatives submitted their complaints and suggestions
to the provincial governor for fair and justice resolution, but no positive response



January 2012 about 200 people blocked the main road from Sre Ambel to Koh Kong
in order to negotiation over the compensation resolution
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V. CASE STUDY: PART III: ANALYSIS: FACILITATING AND CONSTRAINING FACTORS

Community Advocacy
 January 21- 24, 2014, an armed force group
with guns who safeguards the UDG, Co. Ldt
went down to demolish and burnt out the 45
houses of villager
 The protesters appealed to Prime Minister
Hun Sen to take urgent action while they
are challenging with no houses after their
houses were destroyed


However, the protestors returned back home on
February 8, 2014 the relevant authorities promised
that the fisher-folks who was agreed to exchange
land can build their houses as closer as to the fishery areas which is closed
to the company land
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V. CASE STUDY: PART III: ANALYSIS: FACILITATING AND CONSTRAINING FACTORS

NGOs’ Interventions


NGOs lobbied competence authorities for fair
solution and no force eviction



NGOs support their advocacy and capacity
building through provide training on legal
aspect, advocacy and skills



No objection against the government’s plan,
but advocate for fair resolution and justice
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V. CASE STUDY: PART III: ANALYSIS: FACILITATING AND CONSTRAINING FACTORS

Government and Company mechanism to the problems
 The ELC Company has clear master plan for development
this area


The government has clear compensation policy (attached
document) - List and types of compensation issued on
September 16, 2009 by the government



The government organized an inter – Ministry Technical
Working Group which HE. Mok Mareth is a president of the
committee, HE. Kun Kim is a vice president of the committee
and provincial committee and local authorities as the
members
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V. CASE STUDY: PART III: ANALYSIS: FACILITATING AND CONSTRAINING FACTORS (END)

Government and Company mechanism to the problems


Tiger Skin Methodology/Policy



Land Law 2011



Directive#01



Other relevant laws and decrees
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VI. CASE STUDY: PART IV - RECOMMENDATIONS

Divided into four groups:
Group 1: Strengthening land local governance
Group 2: Ensuring food security
Group 3: Protection of food producers and
community rights
Group 4: Facilitating innovative production
arrangements
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